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EPISODE THEME: VALUE

FADE IN

PALETTE INTRO and THEME SONG sequence (TBD)

From INTRO move to:

INT. PATTY’S STUDIO - DAY

PATTY is working diligently our her VALUE SCALES. She has 
completed some in pencil, markers and oil pastels; in black 
and white and in color.

Taffy looks on with interest as Patty works on a value scale 
using COLORFUL CUPCAKES.

PATTY LOOKS UP TOWARD CAMERA:

PATTY
(excited)

Oh! Hey, creatives! Taffy and I are 
just having fun exploring the 
wonderful world of value! I’ve been 
making different value scales all 
day!

TAFFY nods enthusiastically.

TAFFY
(rubs stomach)

Meow? Meow?

PATTY
(sighs)

I told you, you can eat them when 
I’m done, Taffy. But, not a second 
earlier.

Patty takes out her SUPER-DUPER CAMERA 3000 and takes a 
picture of the row of CUPCAKES.

The camera makes “bop-boop-beep-boing” noises before printing 
out a BLACK and WHITE photo.

TOWARD CAMERA: 

Patty holds up the black and white photo of the cupcakes.

PATTY (CONT’D)
See, how cool is this, Taffy!? We 
can see the tonal value, in color-- 

(MORE)



(points at cupcakes)
--And in black and white!

(points at picture)
See how both go from dark to light? 
Thaaaaaaaats’ value! It’s totally 
artastic!

THE VALUE SONG: 

-- In the melody of “BINGO.”

PATTY (CONT’D)
(sings in melody)

Sometimes we go from dark to light/ 
And value is the name so --/ V-A-L-
U-E!/ V-A-L-U-E!/ V-A-L-U-E!/ Cuz’ 
value is the name so!

(continues)
Sometimes we go from light to dark/ 
And value is the name so --/ V-A-L-
U-E!/ V-A-L-U-E!/ V-A-L-U-E!/ Cuz’ 
value is the name so!

(continues)
To balance contrast, gradient, 
scale/ And value is the name so --/ 
V-A-L-U-E!/ V-A-L-U-E!/ V-A-L-U-E!/ 
Cuz’ value is the name so!

(continues)
To give some depth, tone and shade/ 
And value is the name so --/ V-A-L-
U-E!/ V-A-L-U-E!/ V-A-L-U-E!/ Cuz’ 
value is the name so!

END SONG.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(laughs)

Isn’t value great! It’s such a 
wonderful currency to put in the 
ol’ art bank of -- CREATIVITY!

TAFFY
(nods)

Meow! Meow!

TAFFY’S little paw tries to sneak away a cupcake.

PATTY
(sighs)

Oh, Taffy.

PATTY (CONT’D)
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TAFFY
(innocent)

Meow?

PATTY
(smiles)

Go ahead, but don’t eat them all! 
You don’t want to spoil your 
dessert!

TAFFY
(confused)

Meow?

PATTY
(giggles)

Oh, Taffy, so forgetful. I told you 
I was going to pick us up some 
dessert and smoothies from my 
friends at, Frutas Locas LLC!

CUT TO

THREE LEARNING INTERLUDES IN A ROW:

The Interludes or commercials will be random and brief and 
will consist of learning elements based on theme. 

1) Hank’s Value Hoagies: SEGMENT

ANGLE ON: 

HANK prepares his signature classic HOAGIES. 

Hank lines up and prepares each hoagie with care.

VIEWER sees the value in color in the ingredients he uses -- 

EXAMPLE: Lettuce is light; Steak is dark; Cheese is light; 
Tomato is dark; etc. 

Once the sandwiches are complete -- HANK LOOKS AT CAMERA.

HANK
(smiles)

Now, who’s hungry?

CUT TO

2) The Value Piano: ANIMATED

A simple black and white animation.
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A DRAWN PENCILED SHADED VALUE SCALE of ten squares, that 
lights up as if it were being played like a piano to the 
music of:

“Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor Op. 13 (Sonata Pathetique) - 
Movement 3” by Beethoven.

CUT TO

3) The Wonderful World of Mizz Parasol: SEGMENT

We find the very interesting, beautiful and charming MIZZ 
PARASOL, a neighbor, a friend, a time traveler, a poet, an 
artist and so much more -- relaxing in her domicile.

Mizz Parasol sits on her COMFY CHAIR having a spot of tea and 
maybe a biscuit. She opens a LARGE BOOK.

PARASOL TURNS TOWARD CAMERA:

A NARRATOR (V.O.)
And now, Mizz Parasol shall maketh 
us chuckle, with a waggish rhyme.

PARASOL
(clears throat)

From the darkest dark, to the 
lightest light. We all must endure, 
so to make value we might.

(beat)
The brightest star. A pitch black 
gaze. A light fog. A purple haze.

(beat)
A gradient mesh, ever so smooth. An 
inverse attraction, to the melody 
of a Crwth.

(beat)
Value brings out that which we 
cannot see -- or a moment more 
meaningful, wherever it may be.

(beat)
Low to high. The ground to the sky. 
Adding to hue, whichever you 
pursue. Wildly colorful at just the 
right pitch, and finely knitted, 
stitch over stitch.

(sighs)
One to nine, or even ten. Or erase 
it all -- only to begin again. 
Value upon value, I bid you all 
adieu. Till morning, upon morrow, 
again, will I see you.
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Mizz Parasol slams the book shut and takes a bite of her 
biscuit.

A NARRATOR (V.O.)
And so endeth our visiteth with the 
wond'rful, Mizz Parasol.

CUT TO

EXT. FRUTAS LOCAS LLC - DAY

Patty stands in front of the dessert place. She blinks 
rapidly with excitement as she peeks in the window.

PATTY
(toward camera)

Artastic and sweet!! Can you see 
all the values, I do? Both dark and 
light colors adorn this wonderful 
place and it’s flavorsome menu! 
Let’s check it out!

INT. FRUTAS LOCAS LLC - DAY

Patty walks in eagerly anticipating some tasty treats. She 
takes a look at the menu for a moment before heading up to 
talk to the CLERK. (STC/TBD)

PATTY
(at clerk)

Hi! My name is Patty and I love 
your full-flavored menu!

CLERK
Thanks!

PATTY
(smiles)

I was hoping I can ask you a few 
questions? If you don’t mind.

CLERK
(smiles)

Of course, I don’t mind! Ask away!

PATTY
(toward camera)

Artastic!

INSERT INTERVIEW PORTION:
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PATTY (CONT’D)
How was Frutas Locas LLC created?

(clerk answer)
How did you come up with your name? 
Does it have a special meaning?

(clerk answer)
Where do you come up with all the 
menu items and their names?

(clerk answer)
What’s your favorite menu items?

(clerk answer)
Did you always want to open up a 
smoothie shop?

(clerk answer)
How long does it take to create a 
smoothie?

(clerk answer)
What’s your favorite smoothie?

(clerk answer)
What’s your favorite raspado?

(clerk answer)
What was your favorite childhood 
snack?

(clerk answer)
If you could use any color to make 
a value chart, what color would it 
be?

(clerk answer)
Artastic!!!!

END OF INTERVIEW PORTION:

EXT. FRUTAS LOCAS LLC - DAY

Patty lovingly stands holding a raspado and snack.

PATTY
(toward camera)

Wowzas! That was artastic! My tummy 
is full of goodness! I may never 
want to leave this mouth-watering 
taste factory known as, Frutas 
Locas LLC! 

CLERK
(peeks head out)

At 316 Meadow Ave, Scranton, P-A!

INSERT ON SCREEN: phone number, website and any other 
business contact information.
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PATTY
(at clerk)

Thanks again! See you real soon! 
Bye!

CUT TO

THREE LEARNING INTERLUDES IN A ROW:

SECOND SEGMENT of Interludes or commercials will be random 
and brief and will consist of learning elements based on 
theme.

1) Spot the Value with Taffy: SEGMENT

Taffy plays with her BALL OF YARN -- ARTY 

When suddenly Arty comes to life!

Arty screams and rolls away -- Taffy chases.

TAFFY POV:

As TAFFY runs through the RANDOM ENVIRONMENT -- the VIEWERS 
VOICES will shout out every Value Shade that is “hit” by 
Arty. 

Arty jumps over the lamp -- Light!!

Arty hits a TV turned off -- DARK!!

Arty sniffs a grey sweater -- MIDVALUE GREY!!

Arty spins around a black and white chess board -- DARK!! 
LIGHT!! MIDVALUE!! DARK!! LIGHT!!

Until Taffy finally grabs Arty.

END TAFFY POV:

Taffy snuggles up with Arty.

CUT TO

2) Colorful Sunrise and Sunset : SEGMENT

CAMERA holds on a rise and sunset to music. 

The value in color changes as the sun rises and sets. The 
colors of the crayon box, including white and black, will be 
used to COLOR FILTER the scenes.

EXAMPLE: Yellow values, sunrise. Purple values, sunset. 
Orange values, sunrise. Blue values, sunset. ETC.
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Over the music of: 

“Water Music, Suite No. 3 in G Major: III. Minuet” by Handel.

CUT TO

3) Cut It Out with Zee: SEGMENT

ZEE, the artistic young lady stands at a counter with a very 
large pile of colorful construction paper. 

She thinks for a second, then grabs her SCISSORS, then with 
supersonic speed, Zee cuts up --

“Young Lady with Gloves” by Tamara de Lempicka.

ZEE
The baroness with a brush? I’d say, 
baron-yes!

Zee winks at the camera.

CUT TO

INT. PATTY’S STUDIO - DAY

Patty sits on the studio floor, making even more value 
charts, while eating her raspado and snack. Taffy snuggles 
next to her, drinking his smoothie.

PATTY
(softly sings)

Oh, I love to make my value charts, 
from light to dark, from light to 
dark! I love to make my value 
charts, may I have another! 

TAFFY, slurps loudly while he sways and meows to the rhythm --

SUDDENLY -- a repeated ALARM goes off. 

ALARM (O.S.)
(robotic)

Art mail! Art mail! Art mail!

PATTY
(excited)

Awesome, Taffy! We got an Amail!

Taffy nods.
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PATTY (CONT’D)
(toward camera)

I love Amail. Let’s see who it is, 
shall we?

Patty walks toward her RUBE GOLDBERGESQUE - ART MAIL MACHINE.

Patty taps the large screen; Taffy next to her.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(excited)

Oh, wow! We got an Amail from, 
Margie Makowski. She’s a thoughtful 
and giving artist for ArtWorks 
Gallery & Studio! She uses value 
not only in her art, but in life 
too! How stunningly artastic!

Taffy wants to press play.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(laughs)

Punch it, Taffy!

Taffy presses the button.

INSERT INTERVIEW PORTION:

A VIDEO MESSAGE plays. 

The FEATURED ARTIST message is a short video biography that 
features their work as a professional artist.

ASHLEY
Hi, I’m Margie Makowski and I’m a 
painter and an artist at ArtWorks 
Gallery & Studio NEPA...

THE VIDEO MESSAGE should END with a PROMOTIONAL PLUG for the 
artist, their business and their works.

END OF INTERVIEW PORTION:

INT. PATTY’S STUDIO - DAY

The VIDEO MESSAGE ends with Patty pressing the “close” 
button.

PATTY
Whoa! That was an artastic video!

Taffy nods in agreement.
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PATTY (CONT’D)
Margie Makowski certainly has...

(excited)
Has...

(more excited)
Haaaaaas...

(yells super excited)
CREATIVITY!!!!!!!

Taffy moves wildly then stops.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(smiles)

Wow! What a awesomely, artastic 
time we had today!

PATTY TURNS TOWARD CAMERA:

INTERCUT AS NECESSARY: TAFFY REACTIONS

PATTY (CONT’D)
(sighs)

Oh, value. Such a cool and 
wonderful art element! Value lets 
us make a work of art better, by 
pushing lights and darks together. 
That’s what I call the -- “pop!” 
It’s the sound art makes when the 
value is phenomenal. When you are 
able to make many shades of one 
color by adding or subtracting dark 
and light -- your work will feel 
like art popcorn!

TAFFY
(perks up)

Meow!?

PATTY
No, Taffy. I said art popcorn.

TAFFY
(disappointed)

Meow.

PATTY
(encourages)

So, I want you creatives out there 
to look for all the wonderful value 
in the world. Find the darkest 
brown or the lightest green. And, 
really anything in between!

(clicks tongue)
(MORE)
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But, always remember, the journey 
never ends! Finding new and 
wonderful values will make your art 
pop from end to end!

(heroic huff)
Right, Taffy!?

TAFFY PURRS in agreement.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(giggles)

So, until we meet again. Stay 
imaginative and artastic and 
remember...

(sings softly)
Being creative doesn’t cost a dime/ 
Just takes a spark and a little bit 
of time/ And when you live in a 
world that you create/ You are 
superb/ You are fabulous and 
great!/ So anytime you are feeling 
real low/ Just grab a pencil and 
pad/ And enjoy the show!

(smiles)
Bye, creatives!

Patty and Taffy wave good-bye.

FADE OUT

END OF EPISODE 5

PATTY (CONT'D)
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